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Ordinance amending FY21-22 budget for expenses related to transport and repair of 2018 Pierce
Ladder Truck

SUMMARY: Ladder 2, a 2018 Pierce Ladder Truck, was damaged extensively when it contacted
electrical lines at Fire Station 2 during routine morning checks. The truck contacted two 7200-volt
transmission lines causing extensive damage to the ladder itself, cables and components, electrical
system and possibly more. The transmission lines were also knocked down and required VEC repair.

Fortunately, no personnel were injured during the event, but the damage to the 2018 Pierce Ladder
truck is very extensive. Staff has contacted the insurance carrier, and is working with G & W Diesel
Emergency Vehicle Specialists (GWEVS) and Pierce to determine the full extent of the damages.

Staff requests to transport Ladder 2 from Crossville to the Pierce Refurbishment Center in
Weyauwega, Wisconsin where they will fully examine and make a plan of action based on their
findings. Pierce has recommended that the truck be transported via flatbed haul trailer to their shop.

The City will be responsible for the $5,000 insurance deductible for all of the expenses related to the
event. After receiving two quotes, consulting with GWEVS, and our insurance adjuster, Staff
recommends awarding the transport contract to Titan Worldwide for a total cost of $9,270.00.

A budget amendment will be required as there will be additional expenses related to this event and
because the transportation expense will have to be paid upfront (and then applied to deductible);
therefore, a budget amendment in the amount of $20,000 is requested.

BUDGET ACCOUNT: 110-42200-261

NECESSARY COUNCIL ACTION: Approve recommended purchase for transport and a budget
amendment to cover the unplanned expenses.
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